What is a CVMA chapter?
A chapter is your home in CVMA! CVMA chapters are geographical groupings of members throughout the state of Colorado. Chapters often host local gatherings, provide CE, and offer other services to its members. Membership in your local CVMA chapter is required.

How do I determine which chapter I belong to?
Chapter membership is determined by the county you practice in.

Why do some chapters charge dues?
Some CVMA chapters host more events and provide more CE to their members than other chapters – to support the costs of these services, these chapters will often charge dues for their members. Each CVMA chapter is led by a team of volunteer CVMA members and sets its own membership dues.

Why am I required to join a chapter in addition to my regular CVMA membership?
Facilitating local community connections is a key part of the CVMA mission. CVMA believes it is vital to have local groups in which members can meet peers, get connected on local issues, and have a community to call their own. Chapters are the primary way CVMA makes that connection happen.

For questions about chapter membership, email us at info@colovma.org.